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Beyond the “Recognition Code”: Structures of
Two Cys2His2 Zinc Finger/TATA Box Complexes
complex formed the basis for proposals about a recogni-
tion code [5, 6]. Numerous selection and design studies
have explored the idea of a code, but almost all of these
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Howard Hughes Medical Institute have (in one way or another) implicitly incorporated the
pattern of Zif268 contacts into the design and/or analy-Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 sis of these experiments. Our laboratory has employed
a less biased approach toward exploring the versatility
of the zinc finger motif. We developed a selection proto-
col [7] that used the Zif268 framework, but fingers wereSummary
added sequentially in a way that allows context-depen-
dent interactions and that places relatively few restric-Background: Several methods have been developed
tions on the pattern of base contacts or the dockingfor creating Cys2His2 zinc finger proteins that recognize
arrangement of the fingers. This method has success-novel DNA sequences, and these proteins may have
fully produced zinc finger variants that recognize novelimportant applications in biological research and gene
DNA sequences, including the TATA box of the adenovi-therapy. In spite of this progress with design/selection
rus major late promoter, a portion of a p53 binding site,methodology, fundamental questions remain about the
and a site normally recognized by a nuclear hormoneprinciples that govern DNA recognition. One hypothesis
receptor [7].suggests that recognition can be described by a simple
In this paper we describe the structures of two zincset of rules—essentially a “recognition code”—but care-
finger proteins that recognize the TATA box (Figure 1).ful assessment of this proposal has been difficult be-
These structures are interesting because the sequencecause there have been few structural studies of selected
of the A/T-rich TATA site is radically different from thatzinc finger proteins.
of the G/C-rich Zif268 site. Since the selection protocol
that was used for the creation of these proteins madeResults: We report the high-resolution cocrystal struc-
no assumptions about the specific pattern of DNA con-tures of two zinc finger proteins that had been selected
tacts, these structures allow a critical evaluation of the(as variants of Zif268) to recognize a eukaryotic TATA
validity of a recognition code.box sequence. The overall docking arrangement of the
fingers within the major groove of the DNA is similar
Results and Discussionto that observed in the Zif268 complex. Nevertheless,
comparison of Zif268 and the selected variants reveal
TATA-Specific Fingers Dock in the Major Groovesignificant differences in the pattern of side chain-base
Like the Fingers of Zif268interactions. The new structures also reveal side chain-
To understand how variants derived from Zif268 couldside chain interactions (both within and between fingers)
recognize such a radically different DNA sequence, wethat are important in stabilizing the protein-DNA inter-
crystallized and determined the structures of two TATA-face and appear to play substantial roles in recognition.
specific zinc finger proteins (TATAZF and TATAZF*; Table
1; Figure 1). These proteins represent the two somewhatConclusions: These new structures highlight the sur-
different consensus sequences obtained for finger 2prising complexity of zinc finger-DNA interactions. The
within the final set of TATA binding zinc finger proteinsdiversity of interactions observed at the protein-DNA
[7]. For simplicity, we will focus on the TATAZF complex,interface, which is especially striking for proteins that
which has been biochemically characterized in greaterwere all derived from Zif268, challenges fundamental
detail, and will only comment on the TATAZF* complexconcepts about zinc finger-DNA recognition and under-
when discussing differences in the DNA contacts madescores the difficulty in developing any meaningful recog-
by finger 2. As previously reported, the DNA bindingnition code.
specificity of TATAZF has been defined by DNA site selec-
tions [8]. Furthermore, this protein displays good speci-
Introduction ficity in vitro, and several experiments show that these
fingers are functional in vivo ([9]; J.A. Hurt, J.K. Joung,
Like many other studies of macromolecular interactions, E.I. Ramm, and C.O.P., unpublished data). Although the
studies of Cys2His2 zinc finger-DNA complexes [1, 2] sequential selection protocol [7] placed relatively few
have been motivated by the desire to understand the constraints on the orientation of the fingers in the major
physical/chemical principles of recognition and by the groove (other than the use of a canonical linker as each
hope that such knowledge may allow the design of use- new finger was added), the crystal structure shows that
ful new molecules. The crystal structure of the Zif268- the docking arrangement of the fingers in the TATAZFDNA complex [3, 4] provided the foundation for thinking complex is very similar to the original Zif268 complex
about zinc finger-DNA recognition, and the simple, re- (Figure 1a). As expected, the TATA binding site adopts
peating pattern of DNA contacts observed in the Zif268
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a B-DNA conformation (with 10.7 base pairs per turn).
There is no major distortion of the DNA in the TATAZF
complex, and thus it is radically different from the se-
verely bent structure observed for this DNA sequence
when it is complexed with TBP [10, 11]. Analysis of the
helical parameters for this site shows that it has an
enlarged major groove (as observed in the Zif268 DNA
[12]) and that it has a compressed minor groove (3.5 A˚
wide) within its adenine tract [13].
TATAZF Recognizes Its Binding Site by Using
a Different Pattern of DNA Contacts than Zif268
Although the TATAZF and Zif268 fingers dock in the major
groove in a similar manner (with comparable patterns
of phosphate contacts and similar linker conformations
between the fingers), the pattern of interacting side
chain and base positions is rather different in these
complexes. The fingers in Zif268 make a relatively simple
pattern of base contacts, and this pattern has provided
the basis for all discussions of a zinc finger-DNA recog-
nition code. Base-specific contacts involve residues at
positions 1, 2, 3, and 6 of the recognition helix, and
the majority of these contacts are made to the “primary”
strand of the DNA (Figure 1e). According to this pattern,
the residue at position 6 of the  helix will contact the
5 base on the primary strand, the residue at position 3
will contact the central base, the residue at position 1
will contact the 3 base, and the residue at position 2 will
contact the flanking base on the opposite (secondary)
strand. In this arrangement, each finger recognizes a 4
bp site that overlaps with the binding site of neighboring
fingers by one base pair (Figure 1d). Surprisingly, this
simple pattern breaks down in the TATAZF complex (Fig-
ure 1d). Zif268-like DNA contacts are observed from
position 1 and position 3 in the TATAZF fingers, but
there are unexpected contacts involving positions 1, 2,
and 6 of the recognition helix. Several of these contacts
are described in detail below, but the fundamental ob-
servation is that the pattern of interacting residue and
base positions in the TATAZF fingers is different from
that in Zif268, and it is thus different from that used in
the formulation of zinc finger-DNA recognition codes.
Several surprising features emerge from an analysis
of side chain-base interactions in the TATAZF complex.
within the recognition helix, with 1 indicating the residue immedi-
Figure 1. Comparison of the DNA Recognition of the TATAZF, ately preceding the helix.
TATAZF*, and Zif268 Fingers (c) Sequences of the recognition helices from Zif268, TATAZF, and
(a) Left panel: structure of TATAZF bound to a 16 bp oligonucleotide. TATAZF* displaying all of the positions (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6) that had
At this level of detail, this structure is virtually indistinguishable from been randomized by Greisman and Pabo [7]. Residues involved in
the TATAZF*-DNA complex. Right panel: superposition of the TATAZF base contacts are shown in blue. Residues involved in interfinger
and Zif268 structures [4] (protein: red and gray, respectively; DNA: interactions are indicated in red.
blue and magenta, respectively). Each protein uses a tandem array (d) Diagram comparing the base contacts made by Zif268, TATAZF,
of three fingers to recognize its binding site. Every finger is folded and TATAZF*. Hydrophobic or van der Waals interactions are indi-
into a  motif around a single metal ion (displayed as a van der cated by black dots, and hydrogen bonds are indicated by arrows.
Waals surface). The  helix of each finger fits into the major groove, Color coding of the DNA region contacted by each finger empha-
and base-specific recognition is mediated by residues within (or sizes the size (and overlapping arrangement) of the binding sites.
immediately preceding) this helix. Red bars between residues at positions 6 and 1 on neighboring
(b) Aligned sequence of the three Cys2His2 zinc fingers from Zif268 fingers indicate the presence of interfinger interactions.
[26], with the residues involved in base contacts highlighted in blue (e) Diagram comparing the DNA recognition pattern of the fingers
[3, 4]. The -helical region of each finger is denoted by a cylinder from Zif268 and the TATA complexes. Solid lines denote DNA inter-
(above), and  strands are indicated by filled arrows. The numbers actions that occur in most of the fingers, while dashed lines indicate
just below the orange cylinder indicate the position of the residue DNA interactions that occur less frequently.
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Table 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics
Data Collection and MIR Phasinga
TATAZF Complex ZF ZF ZF ZF ZF*
Data Set Native-2 Native-1 I-dU #1 I-dU #2 Native-1
Resolution range (A˚) 20–2.0 20–2.2 20–2.85 20–2.50 20–2.2
Measured reflections 496,779 181,526 133,389 83,303 358,651
Unique reflections 43,331 31,505 15,452 21,938 32,875
Completeness (percent) 99.5 (96.2) 98.8 (93.1) 100 (100) 98.4 (96.8) 99.5 (95.5)
Rsymb (percent) 7.4 (56.7) 6.4 (39.0) 7.1 (69.3) 14.3 (34.8) 6.6 (44.8)
Average I/I 28.52 (6.58) 22.36 (9.55) 9.94 (7.19) 11.27 (6.12) 30.04 (9.35)
Risoc (percent) 9.3 16.5
Phasing powerd (acentrics/centrics) 0.85/0.87 1.33/1.21
Figure of merit, MIR 0.37
Refinement
TATAZF Complex ZF ZF*
Resolution range (A˚) 20–2.0 20–2.2
Reflections, F  2(F) 40,380 31,492
Number of non-H atoms 2,980 2,997
Rcryste (percent) 23.3 22.5
Rfreef (percent) 26.3 26.2
Number of water molecules 227 224
Average B value (A˚2) 41.6 38.6
Rmsd from ideal, bond lengths, A˚ (protein/DNA) 0.007/0.006 0.006/0.005
Rmsd from ideal, bond angles,  (protein/DNA) 1.235/1.042 1.242/0.927
a Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.
b Rsym  	 (|I  
I|) / 	 (I)
c Riso  	 (|Inat  Ider|) / 	 (Inat)
d Phasing power  	 (|FH|) / 	 (||FPH|  |FP  FH||)
e Rcryst  (	(h,k,l)||Fo|  |Fc|| / 	(h,k,l)|Fo|)
f Rfree was calculated for the 10% of reflections omitted from the refinement.
Position 1 of the recognition helix, which is not even Our new crystal structures also show that there are
differences in the pattern of contacts from positions 2considered in discussions of a recognition code, makes
important DNA contacts: i.e., in fingers 2 and 3, this and 6 of the recognition helix. In each finger of the
TATAZF complex, the residue at position 2 of the recogni-residue interacts with two bases in the secondary strand
(Figure 2). This creates a 5 bp binding site for some of tion helix contacts the complementary base in the same
base pair recognized by position 1 of the recognitionthe fingers and thus leads to an unexpected 2 bp overlap
in recognition sites of neighboring fingers (Figures 1d helix (Figure 1e). This secondary-strand interaction from
position 2 occurs instead of (or in addition to) the “ex-and 1e). (DNA site selections performed on TATAZF con-
firm that the residues at position 1 have a direct role in pected” contact with the 5 base of the neighboring
subsite. Another distinctive and interesting interactionDNA recognition. Thus, there is a preference for thymine
at positions 4 and 7 within the secondary strand of the (which again breaks the expected pattern of contacts)
involves the arginine at position 6 of finger 3; this argi-DNA [8] even though there are no base contacts with
the corresponding adenines on the primary strand.) nine contacts a guanine on each strand of the DNA,
Figure 2. Unexpected DNA Contacts Are Ob-
served from Position 1 of the Recognition Helix
In fingers 2 and 3 of both TATA complexes,
the amino acid at position 1 interacts with the
secondary strand of the DNA as well as with the
sugar-phosphate backbone. In this example,
Leu-75 in finger 3 of TATAZF makes contacts
to bases T7* and A6* on the secondary strand
of the DNA. (Note: In this and subsequent fig-
ures, interactions of special interest are indi-
cated by dotted lines. Numbers near dotted
lines indicate the distance in angstroms. Zinc
fingers are modeled as ribbons that are color
coded by finger as shown in Figure 1d. The
primary DNA strand is colored brown, and the
secondary stand is colored magenta. Asterisks
denote DNA bases in the secondary strand.
Portions of Figure 1d that correspond to the
displayed region of the structure are shown as
an inset for each of the more detailed pictures.)
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Figure 3. Interfinger Interactions Play Impor-
tant Roles in Stabilizing the Protein-DNA In-
terface
(a) In TATAZF, Thr-24 (position 6 of finger 1)
interacts with the side chain of Gln-46 (posi-
tion1 of finger 2) which in turn packs against
the methyl group of T6. Presumably, these
interactions stabilize the DNA contact from
Gln-46 to A5. Thr-24 also interacts with Arg-
27 to further organize the interfinger junction.
Arg-27, in turn, makes interfinger contacts to
Pro-34 and to the backbone carbonyl of
Ser-45.
(b) Although they have received no attention
in previous studies, interfinger interactions
also occur in the Zif268 structure [4]. As illus-
trated here, both Thr-52 (position 6 of finger
2) and Asp-76 (position 2 of finger 3) help to
stabilize the interaction of Arg-74 (position
1 of finger 3) with a guanine on the primary
strand of the DNA. Interfinger interactions be-
tween position 6 of one finger and position
1 of a neighboring finger also occur in the
GLI structure [27]. (Coloring scheme is the
same as in Figure 2.)
and thus makes contacts that are different from the contact the DNA. Rather, the -methyl group of Thr-24
stabilizes the orientation of the side chain of Gln-46 (at“classical” arginine ⇔ guanine interaction which is a
recurring theme in the Zif268 structure. (An interaction position 1 of the neighboring finger), and thus helps
organize the protein-DNA interface at the interfingerthat bridges guanines on opposite strands of the DNA
has been previously observed for a lysine at position 6 junction (Figure 3a). This type of interfinger interaction
also occurs between Ala-52 and Thr-74 at the otherin a designed zinc finger protein [14].) The different pat-
tern of side chain-base interactions observed in the finger-finger interface of the TATAZF complex. Corre-
sponding interactions between residues at position 6 ofTATAZF structure demonstrates that a wider range of
DNA contacts are accessible from each position of the one finger and position1 of a neighboring finger occur
in other zinc finger structures, but they have previouslyrecognition helix than predicted by the recognition code,
and it illustrates the remarkable versatility of zinc fingers been overlooked. For example, a similar interfinger inter-
action also occurs between Thr-52 and Arg-74 in thein DNA recognition. We note that in the TATAZF com-
plexes there are an essentially equal number of contacts Zif268 complex (Figure 3b), and this interfinger interac-
tion appears to complement the prominent Arg-74 ⇔with the “primary” and “secondary” strands of the DNA.
Asp-76 interaction that orients Arg-74 to interact with
the DNA.Interfinger Interactions Stabilize
the Protein-DNA Interface
The TATAZF structures also reveal important side chain- Intrafinger Side Chain-Side Chain Interactions
Are Important Elements of DNA Recognitionside chain interactions between neighboring fingers. For
example, threonine is highly conserved at position 6 of Side chain-side chain interactions that stabilize DNA
contacts also are observed within individual fingers.finger 1 in the set of clones obtained in the TATA selec-
tions [7], but our structures show that it does not directly These interactions explain the correlated sequence dif-
Two Cys2His2 Zinc Finger/TATA Box Complexes
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Figure 4. Side Chain-Side Chain Interactions
within the Recognition Helix Stabilize the Pro-
tein-DNA Interface
In the selected TATA proteins, whenever glu-
tamine was present at position 6 of finger 2,
threonine was absolutely conserved at posi-
tion 2 [7]. The structure of TATAZF* explains
this preference; the -methyl group of Thr-
48 and the methyl group of T8 pack against
opposite faces of Gln-52. Presumably, this
stabilizes the interaction of Gln-52 with A7.
This is analogous to the interfinger interaction
described between fingers 1 and 2 of TATAZF
in Figure 3a. (Coloring scheme is the same
as in Figure 2.)
ferences between the two consensus sequences that unexpected contacts emphasize the importance of us-
ing an “unbiased,” context-sensitive selection methodwere obtained in the TATA zinc finger selections [7].
These sequences differ in finger 2, with correlated (like our strategy for sequential selection [7]) for generat-
ing optimal multifinger proteins.changes in the residues present at positions 2, 3, and
6 (Figures 1b and 1c). One consensus sequence (repre- The numerous side chain-side chain interactions
within and between fingers at the protein-DNA interfacesented by TATAZF*) has Thr at position 2, Gly or Ala at
position 3, and Gln at position 6; the other (represented emphasize the importance of these supporting interac-
tions. The consensus sequences observed in the finalby TATAZF) has Ala at position 2, Ser at position 3, and
Ala at position 6. Prior to the solution of the TATAZF and pool of selected fingers [7, 8] clearly confirm the value
of these interactions; side chain-side chain packing atTATAZF* cocrystal structures, it seemed plausible that
the observed sequence differences in finger 2 might the protein-DNA interface plays a critical stabilizing role
in zinc finger-DNA recognition. This fact, coupled withreflect different docking arrangements of these fingers
relative to the DNA. However, the structures show that the potential for each finger to recognize a 5 bp subsite
(with the help of residues at positions 1 and 2), impliesthe docking of finger 2 is virtually indistinguishable in
the two complexes. Instead, we find that the correlated that intra- and interfinger interactions will need to be
considered more carefully in future selection, modeling,sequence changes characterizing these two different
consensus sequences actually reflect different patterns and design studies.
In a deeper sense, these limitations of a recognitionof intrafinger interactions that stabilize the protein-DNA
interface. Thus, in TATAZF* the -methyl group of Thr-48 code, as revealed in this paper, emphasize the combina-
torial and geometric complexity [16] inherent in even a(position 2) contacts the side chain of Gln-52 (position
6) and stabilizes its interaction with the DNA (Figure 4). relatively “simple” protein-DNA interface such as that
of the zinc finger-DNA complex. The possibilities forIn TATAZF, both Ser-49 (position 3) and Ala-52 (position
6) help to stabilize the protein-DNA interface. The hy- DNA recognition are richer, and the pattern of contacts
more complex, than most previous studies have as-droxyl of Ser-49 hydrogen bonds to the backbone N-H
and carbonyl of position 1, and stabilizes the back- sumed.
bone conformation of this DNA contacting residue. As
described above, Ala-52 (position 6) makes a contact Biological Implications
to Thr-74 (position 1 of the neighboring finger).
Cys2His2 zinc fingers are the most common motif found
in the human genome [17, 18] and thus appear to consti-Implications for Future Zinc Finger Studies
The structures of the TATA complexes have profound tute the most “successful” and versatile DNA binding
domain found in higher eukaryotes. The simplicity andimplications for the selection and design of novel zinc
finger proteins, and they highlight the complexity of pro- stability of this fold, the apparent modularity of zinc
finger proteins, and the simple repeating pattern of con-tein-DNA recognition inherent for even such an appar-
ently “simple” DNA binding motif. Although the TATA tacts observed in the first DNA bound zinc finger struc-
ture (Zif268) have made zinc fingers the domain of choicefingers are derived from Zif268 and dock in the major
groove in a manner similar to that of the “parent” mole- for the design of proteins with novel DNA binding speci-
ficity.cule, the pattern of interacting residue and base posi-
tions cannot be described within the framework of any The apparent simplicity of the zinc finger motif, how-
ever, belies the complexity that exists in its interactionsstandard recognition code. Our structures thus show
that DNA recognition by canonically docked zinc fingers with DNA, and the simple pattern of contacts observed
in the Zif268 structure cannot be assumed to pertainis much more versatile and “plastic” than had been in-
ferred from the Zif268 structure and from the structures in all Zif268 variants obtained in design and selection
studies. The TATAZF structures reported here require aof variants with changes in a single finger [15]. These
Structure
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the recognition helices. PROCHECK analysis of the final models ofreevaluation of many of the early hypotheses about zinc
TATAZF and TATAZF* indicate that 89.2% and 89.8% of the residues,finger-DNA recognition. DNA recognition is not simply
respectively, lie in the core regions of the Ramachandran plot, withdefined by a series of one-to-one interactions between
the remaining residue conformations corresponding to allowed re-
amino acids at specific positions on the zinc finger rec- gions.
ognition helix and DNA bases at specific positions in
the binding site. We find numerous contacts that are Analysis of the TATAZF and TATAZF* Structures
The TATAZF unit cell contains two crystallographically distinct com-inconsistent with previously proposed recognition codes,
plexes. Superposition of these complexes (using the protein back-and we also find that side chain-side chain interactions
bone and DNA) provides a rms difference of 0.32 A˚ for the two(both within and between fingers) play critical roles in
TATAZF complexes. The corresponding analysis of the two TATAZF*DNA recognition. complexes provides a rms difference of 0.32 A˚. Comparisons be-
tween the TATAZF and TATAZF* complexes provides an average rms
Experimental Procedures difference of 0.35 A˚. By use of Luzzoti plots, the mean coordinate
error estimates calculated for the TATAZF and TATAZF* structures
Crystallization are 0.37 and 0.38 A˚, respectively [24]. The helical pitch was calcu-
The TATAZF and TATAZF* peptides are clones number six and two, lated for the 10 base pairs of DNA bound by TATAZF by the use of
respectively, from the TATA box sequential selections [7], and our Curves 5.0 [25].
structural studies used a 90 amino acid region corresponding to
the portion that had been used for the Zif268 crystallization [3]. Acknowledgments
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